INTRODUCTION
Anyone who has a hand in planning, designing, or using modem communications systems knows that things have changed. The Information Age has arrived with an explosion of distributed users. data bases. computing oetwarks and communications networks. While we expected this to happen, no one knew exactly what form these changes would take. We now find ourselves surrounded by new information formats and media that did not exist ten years ago.
The technology and market forces have influenced the way we view the warld of tactical and strategic co"unicaticms. Our view of secure communications has always seen the strategic world as unique from the mobile platforms of the tactical world. hteroperability of such systems has always been a goal but has never become a reality. ThishaschangedasaresultoftheGulfWar. In the Gulf War opera&" the demand far an interoperable mixoftacticalaudstrategicresourcesrevealedsignificant weaknesses. Today, w i t h such concepts as Global Grid and command Gmtrol Communications Computers and Intelligence for the Warriur (C4zE;Tw). it has grown into a requkment whexe anyone. anyplace. at anytime can talk to anybody. This expanded view of inmoperability coupled with the fact that new commuoication products are i n t r o d d every twelve to eighteen months has forced us to look at providing security for the diverse products and networks . a new way. This paper describes a high level architectural methodology for developing future Tactical to Strategic interoperability while addressing security concerns.
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BACKGROUND
The foundation of this Achitecture is based on several w a n k i n g principles that are described below and are presented thmughout this document.
-security inkgrity is best served by services that are encrypted and authenticated at each terminating device w i t h no intervening red gateways.
-Layering is believed to be fundamental to efficient interoperation of services in a mixed telecommunicatim environment. The International Standards Organizatim (BO) Open System Interconnect (OSI) model is used h although it does not strictly apply in all cases.
phasinn -A phased solution is essential to an effective and practical solution. A Transitid Architecture is presented which addresses the base of installed equipment and a Future Architecture is presented which accomplishes longer term objectives.
. . bgm4&sd -This scheme recognizes the advantages and the reality inherent in the broad based migration which is Occuning from the analog-based to the digitalbased telecommunications infrastructure. All solutions point toward that ultimate reality.
Wired
-Future digital networks will support a mixture of services. Wmline coMectioIls will offer high speed user data rates of 56 kbps and highex while wireless coneections will be limited t o user data rates typically less than 8 kbps and as little as 2.4 kbps.
-Secure teminals will support multiple modes in order to support intemperability of mixed terminal families in a mixed telec~unications environment. C o m " Modes will be arrived at by a capabilities exchange. Common modes do not require camnon terminal equipment. Any approach to inkraperability which depends on common physical hardware is doomed to failure.
7 -Secure interoperable terminals will support a Top Level Signaling Plan which identifies diverse classes of equipment, enables a capabilities exchange, and engages an appropriate secure signaling scheme. The Security Association Management Protocol ( S M ) is acandidate for such a scheme.
-The solutions presented here presume a migration toward an integrated voice and data solution. This applies both to the telecmunicatians infrastructure and the secure services it supports. The Future Architecture presented here presumes a rich mixture of wideband and " v b a n d secure applications. A Future Narrow Band Digital Terminal (FNBDT) is defined as a least common denominator for interoperability and has these general properties:
-Operates at user data rates of 2.4 and/or 4.8 kbps for use on future nanrowband wireless connections using synchronous. transparent asynchoncm, or packet be-services.
-Supports high quality secure voice.
-Supports low speed data services such as E mail, voice mail, imaging(Fax) and data terminals.
-Includes key management, encxyption and authentication features necessary for future multi-level security with mixed voice and data applications.
-Supports point to point, broadcast and confexrnce capabilities.
These organizing principles have created a new "business philosophy" which forces security development to comply with commercial vendo I development processes and schedules. The overall goals of this philosophy b e i i to provide interoperable, upgradeable and transparent security services. By applying the above principles, a security architecture has been developed which supports tactical to strategic interoperability.that is independent of the media which the secure c0"Unicatians will traverse. The realization of this architecture methodology and new "business philosophy" coupled with innovative commercial technology will provide a wider range of interoperable security services and products for the war fighter. The layering of STU-Din Figure 1 highlights the fundamental organization of this architecture. By sparating the functions included in the transport layer 4 and above which are determined by the terminal from the functions of the network layer 3 and below which are determined by the media, the terminal functionality can become media independent. It supports a potentially common black digital network or media interface and allows gateways or interworking to be black. Isolation of the terminal functicrms from the media means that common interoperable secure voice and data applicatiau can be achieved 8c~oss a broad spectrum of media. This would include most PSTN. Land Mobile, Cellular, and Satellite systems in the strategic and tactical world. It could also apply to more exotic media such as ECCM and covert spread spectrum applications.
BASIC PROPERTIES
-
GENERAL ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION
A general description of the Interoperable Voice Architecture is provided below. The architecture follows from a connection concept presented in Figures 2 and 3 which show a Transitional Architecture and a Future Architecture. These include many different networks and connection options and equipment configurations for the STU-III, STE. LMR, the FNBDT and Tactical Systems.
TRANSITIONAL ARCHITECTURE
In the Transition Architecture shown in Figure. 
FUTURE ARCHITECTURE
Interoperability for future INFOSEC systems will be accomplished by creating peer compatibility at the transport layer and above of the IS0 model on end-to-end digital connections using a subset of common functions defined as the Future Narrow Band Digital Voice Terminal (FNBDT) interoperable mode. All other terminal interoperability will be accomplished by interworking or translation to that layer. Figure 3 shows a variety of such connections. These include the many possible configurations uf FNBDT. STE, LMR and Tactical Systems over the Defense Information System Network (DISN), digital mobile networks and some tactical networks. The STU-III connected to the PSTN is shown here operating through a gateway. Backward compatible Black end-to-end interoperation with STU-III can be accomplished as an optional feature of terminals in the Future Architecture. Other connections will require Red tandem operation. These terminal descriptions and network capabilities are described in later paragraphs. The following general functions shown in this architecture must be accomplished for secure interoperable voice:
voice connections between these FNBDT. STE, and LMR equipments is the ability for all terminals to establish connections that support end-t-nd digital synchronous or transparent (no flow control) asynchronous service, support bit count integrity, and support a m i n i " rate of 2.4 kbps. Data connections can include other end-to-end bearer services such as X.25 packet service.
. .
Common Modes -Interoperability is accomplished by defining a common subset of functions within this architecture that will constitute a complete protocol for interoperable secure voice and will be incorporated within different families of equipments. This common mode is extracted from a menu exchange between terminal equipmen& after a digital CoMeCtion has been established. In general, the common interoperable mode will be fixed and defined for all terminals for any given time. However, the menu structure is defined so as to allow an evolution of the common mode with changes in technology or policy. The common mode in the Future Architecture is the FNBDT. All future interoperable Secure Voice equipments will begin the protocol by establishing a digital end-toend connection from which the interoperable protocol can begin. The nature ofthenetworkcon" 'on may be established from user information provided by the network signalingchannA1 oe by terminal access limitations. Secure operation on this defined connection can then proceed by initiation of either a sameclass go secure q u e s t or an inmoperable go secure request. If the interoperable Go Secure Reqwt is initiated, the terminal will initiate a Mode Exchange operation. If the exchange identifies a same class equipment, that protocol will be initiated. 0th-erwise, a co"01l mode of operation will be attempted by the exchange of menus. when a common interoperable mode is identikd. that protocol will be initiated. If no interoperable modes are identified then an abort message is sent. This confupls toboth users that a " e c b 'on has been established but no interoperable modes are available.
The top level signaling associated w i t h this scheme is shown in Figure 4 . A simple series of message exchanges enables the initiation of a functional menu exchange followed by selection of a unnmon mode and an interoperable protocol.
. . Figure 3 shows the DISN at thecore ofthe architectwe which in reality will be services which are supported by most carriers. The nature of digital service will vary by regia and over t i m e and is intended to include enhancements such as SONET and MM. Foe example, early implementations of ISDN will be built upon TI service. Likewise, ISDN service in Europe may vary frm North American service. This archikcture a s s U m e S t h a t t h e s e d i f f~~C a n and willbe resolved w i t h i n the networks to suppat a transparent service. It also assumes that future t e r m i d s will reflect national and international standards SO BS to a b l e ad-toend digital connections.
P r u -o a e
The Transition Architecture in Figure 2 -A Proof-cif-Concept effort is under development which will integrate STU-III capability into the KY-99 MINTERM tactical platfom and implement a radio wirelim in&ax using COTS hardware and semicustom software. This added capability in the KY-99 provides a way to meet the C4IFTW Combat Net Radio (HF" requirements in the Transition Architecture. A demonstration of this capability is scheduled for later this year at JWID'94.
-The objective of the
kbps vocoder development is to have a voice quality at
ClXl'. Results of initial testing and analysis by the DoD Speech Consurtium in 1993 indicates a high probability of achieving this goal. A second review of vocoder candidates will be later this summer with a final review scheduled for late 1995.
-Several security initiatives with in the Government are currently planning to implement SAMP. A coordinated effort is underway to ensure that a unified S A M P solution evolves to facilitate Interopera- 
